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Welcome to this month’s EMC Mainframe Software Support Newsletter - MSSN.
MSSN is a technical resource for our mainframe customer base. In it you will find tips on product
usage, various host based software commands, Knowledge Base Solutions written in the past month
specific to the mainframe environment and other things we feel might be important for you to
maximize your EMC product experience.
While this newsletter is part of the EMC effort to keep our customers up to date on the use of our
products, we also encourage you to visit the EMC Mainframe Enablers Support page for more indepth information.
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Featured Topic: z/OS Migrator Logical Migration
In the last issue of the MSSN newsletter, z/OS Migrator was introduced and the newsletter focused
on volume migration. A real life volume migration case study was provided and explained in detail.
In this MSSN issue, we will continue that migration case study by using z/OS Migrator logical
migrations. These logical migrations will refine dataset placement in order to improve application
performance and provide better data organization. In addition the migrations will consolidate data
on larger volumes, thus freeing up UCBs for future growth on the new VMAX.
For an in-depth explanation of logical migration processing and requirements, see the product
guide section “Migrating datasets and volumes”.

z/OS Migrator logical migration benefits
z/OS Migrator logical migration can migrate active mainframe datasets at the logical dataset
(extent) level from one set of volumes to another, without any application downtime.
This capability is referred to as logical migration, and z/OS Migrator can perform this migration in a
non-disruptive manner to applications and business continuity.
With z/OS Migrator, you can:
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Introduce new storage subsystem technologies with minimal disruption of service.
Allow users to easily reclaim z/OS UCBs by simplifying the migration of datasets to larger
volumes (combining volumes).
Facilitate data migration while applications continue to run and fully access data being
migrated, eliminating application downtime usually required when migrating data.
Improve application performance by facilitating the relocation of poor performing datasets
to lesser used volumes/storage arrays. If the usage of a dataset puts it in contention with
other datasets located on the same volume or volumes, z/OS Migrator gives you the
capability to selectively move problematic datasets to other volumes where their activity
will not come in conflict with other datasets.
Eliminate the need to coordinate application downtime across the business, and eliminate
the costly impact of such downtime on the business.
Eliminate limited migration windows
Eliminate off-hour work

Plan the logical migration and perform pre-migration tasks
As with Volume migration, Logical migration requires proper planning and completion of important
pre-migration tasks. Before performing dataset migrations, complete the pre-migration tasks to
ensure that the migration will go smoothly and to minimize the risk of problems.
Perhaps the most basic preparation is to make sure the prospective target devices have been
genned and volumes labeled. There is a detailed migration planning and pre-migration task list in
the product guide. It is important that these sections are read and followed in order to ensure a
successful migration
The 3 most common things that people miss or stumble on
IMPORTANT: The following 3 items will cause logical migration problems if they are not done
before the logical migration is attempted:
1. The GRS parms MUST be set properly. Additional information is provided later in this
newsletter.
2. The volumes and catalogs used in the Migration MUST be clean. Additional information is
provided later in this newsletter.
3. Check for uncataloged datasets on the source volumes. Additional information is provided
later in this newsletter.
Migration considerations
Before using z/OS Migrator to perform data migrations, you should review these product guide
sections for detailed information that may affect your data migration environment:
1. “z/OS Migrator dataset selection planning”
2. “Datasets allocated after activation”
3. “Dataset extent and multi-volume dataset handling”
4. “Merging volumes and VTOC sizing considerations”
5. “Reserve handling requirements”
6. “Restrictions on storage subsystems and dataset types”
7. “Systems managed storage (DFSMS) allocation”
8. “Migrating VSAM clusters”
9. “Migrating DB2 cluster datasets”
10. “Hard-coded volume references”
11. “Catalog structure”
12. “Small versus large migration groups”
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z/OS Migrator dataset selection planning
z/OS Migrator includes many dataset selection criteria, from a single dataset to thousands of
datasets and multiple groups
The dataset selection classifications provide extensive categories that can be used as selection
criteria for z/OS Migrator candidates and to identify datasets that should be excluded.
Datasets are selected during the Activation phase by performing a catalog look-up using the Source
DSN values provided in the Define Logical Migration Group panel. The Owning z/OS Migrator
system (the host where the Group Activate command was submitted) performs the catalog look-up.
.

Dataset extent and multi-volume dataset handling
When migrating datasets that have multiple extents, z/OS Migrator images the target dataset to be
an exact reflection of the source dataset. This means that if the source dataset in a migration
currently is in six extents, then the target dataset is allocated with six identically sized extents.
Similarly, z/OS Migrator handles multi-volume datasets in a very similar manner. If a dataset is five
volumes, then z/OS Migrator ensures that the target dataset being migrated is five volumes with the
same number of extents on each volume as on the corresponding source volume. z/OS allows a
single dataset to have extents on up to 59 volumes. Under SMS, you only need to supply one volume
in the Target Volume field. SMS will select the actual volumes based on your ACS routines.

Merging volumes and VTOC sizing considerations
Although z/OS Migrator facilitates the consolidation of datasets from multiple smaller volumes to
larger volumes, z/OS Migrator does not resize the VTOC and the VVDS for the extra metadata that
will reside on a larger volume. For this reason, ensure that your larger volume VTOC and VVDS are
appropriately sized to contain the data you plan on migrating to that volume.
For example, when many small datasets are consolidated onto a larger target volume, a larger VTOC
may be required to hold all the dataset DSCB records. There should also be sufficient unused VTOC
capacity on any volume to accommodate future additions. Otherwise, there could be unusable space
on the volume due to the VTOC being full.

Logical Migration Recommendations and Restrictions
Logical migration has more restrictions and rules, and is a more complicated process to perform
than volume migration. These recommendations and restrictions need to be followed in order to
ensure a successful logical migration.
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Multi-LPAR considerations
z/OS Migrator must be active on all LPARS that share the data to be migrated. The section in the
product guide “Multi-LPAR considerations” provides more detailed information.

Reserve handling requirements
z/OS Migrator has explicit requirements in the area of reserve handling. More specifically, z/OS
Migrator requires that all hardware reserves issued by z/OS address spaces, including system,
application, and jobs, be converted to software reserves.
The section in the product guide “Reserve handling requirements” provides complete details on
reserve handling. Also, there is another comprehensive section titled “Understanding global
resource serialization and hardware reserves”. This section explains global resource serialization,
hardware reserves, and why they are required.
An example is also provided which demonstrates why these requirements are necessary.
Understanding global resource serialization and hardware reserves
In a shared storage environment, in which multiple z/OS images utilize the same storage resources,
the z/OS operating system will issue a hardware reserve to the physical device in order to control
exclusive usage of a resource. This ensures that no other z/OS image in the shared storage
environment can access that device, during the time that the reserve is held.
The Global Resource Serialization (GRS) and Computer Associates Multiple Image Manager (MIM)
of the z/OS operating system serialize usage of resources by converting hardware reserves to
globally propagated ENQ requests. Through enqueue/dequeue facilities, the integrity of shared
resources can be guaranteed. GRS and MIM communicate the need for exclusive usage across all
systems in the shared storage complex and ensure exclusive usage by issuing a “software enqueue”
on all systems in the shared storage environment. This converts the coarse physical protection of a
hardware reserve to the more focused logical protection of a global ENQ. Since z/OS Migrator
migrates datasets from one disk volume to another, there are implications for the use of
serialization facilities. Considerations for converting hardware reserves to globally propagated ENQ
requests include:
 Ensuring the integrity of data for datasets being migrated
 The avoidance of deadlocks in a multi-system environment
Ensuring integrity of datasets being migrated
To ensure the integrity of datasets being migrated, it is imperative that hardware reserves be
converted to globally propagated ENQ requests

To accomplish reserve conversion, you can use IBM’s Global Resource Serialization (GRS) or
Computer Associates Multiple Image Manager (MIM).
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Using GRS
The following changes need to be added to your GRS member GRSRNLxx.
.
/* - RNLDEF
/* - RNLDEF
RNLDEF
RNLDEF
RNLDEF
RNLDEF
RNLDEF
/* - RNLDEF
RNLDEF

z/OS Migrator - Change SYSTEM level ENQ to SYSTEMS level ENQ request - -*/
RNL(INCL) TYPE(GENERIC) QNAME(SYSDSN)
z/OS Migrator - Convert RESERVE to globally propagated ENQ request - -*/
RNL(CON) TYPE(GENERIC) QNAME(SPFDSN)
RNL(CON) TYPE(GENERIC) QNAME(SPFEDIT)
RNL(CON) TYPE(GENERIC) QNAME(SYSIGGV2)
RNL(CON) TYPE(GENERIC) QNAME(SYSVTOC)
RNL(CON) TYPE(GENERIC) QNAME(SYSVVDS)
RNL(CON) TYPE(GENERIC) QNAME(EMCTF)
z/OS Migrator -- Exclude the following from RESERVE conversion - -*/
RNL(EXCL) TYPE(SPECIFIC) QNAME(EMC$FM) RNAME(zosm.database.name)
RNL(EXCL) TYPE(GENERIC) QNAME(ZMIGSYNC)

Using CA MIM
If you are running Computer Associates (CA) MIM, EMC recommends that you run with
PROCESS=ALLSYSTEMS mode in order to convert all the hardware Reserves to Global enqueues.
RESERVES=CONVERT should be defined for default Reserve processing.
If you need assistance converting to ALLSYSTEMS mode, CA MIM support can assist with your
setup.
The section in the product guide, “Reserve handling requirements”, provides complete details on
reserve handling..
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Logical migration restrictions
The following restrictions apply to logical (dataset) migrations.
1. The target controller must be at an equal or higher technology level.
2. Migration between different device geometries is not supported. You can only migrate data
between similar geometry devices, for example: 3380 to 3380, or 3390 to 3390.
3. Migration of system datasets, that is, datasets used by the operating system, typically
located on system residence volumes, including linklisted datasets, is a complex operation.
Be careful migrating datasets cataloged on System Resident (SYSRES) volumes.
4. Do not run DFDSS DEFRAG or CONSOLIDATE, or FDR COMPACTOR against any source or
target volumes that are actively participating in a migration.
5. Dataset types not currently supported in z/OS Migrator include:


VSAM datasets with the IMBED, KEYRANGE and REPLICATE parameters. These
VSAM parameters are obsolete.



Catalogs



ISAM



IMS OSAM databases



Individual PDS/PDSE members (Note: Entire PDS/PDSE libraries are supported)



Page and Swap datasets



HFS/zFS datasets



Datasets that are designated as "Unmoveable" DSORG=U|PSU



VTOC, VVDS, and VTOCIX datasets



Temporary (&&) datasets



Common/PLPA datasets



EAV devices (dataset migrations) Note: EAV devices are supported for volume
migrations.
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Uncataloged datasets Note: Uncataloged datasets will fail activation.

Catalog recommendations
Logical Migration is a dataset-level migration tool that includes updating the information in the ICF
catalog. It is very important that you have a high-level outline of the ICF catalog structure to help
you perform diagnostics for the pre-migration process. It is essential that you start with a healthy
catalog, as well as verifying that the candidate datasets are correctly cataloged on the system(s) to
which z/OS Migrator will require access. It is recommended that EMC’s Catalog Solution or IDCAMS
be used to perform the required diagnostics.
Separate catalog(s) and unique target dataset high-level qualifiers should be established as part of
the migration planning process. The use of dedicated catalogs and unique target high-level
qualifiers will mitigate catalog growth impact of adding large numbers of target dataset entries and
will simplify the management of post-migration dataset deletion tasks. Note: The separate new
catalog is temporary; it will have the old source datasets that were renamed when finished and can
be deleted when the volumes are cleaned up.
Important: Please resolve all catalog problems before starting the migration.

Systems managed storage (SMS) allocation considerations
SMS (DFSMS) is a software suite that automatically manages data from the time that it is created
until it expires. SMS provides allocation control for availability, performance, and space
management.
When using logical migration in an SMS environment, it is critical that SMS has been set up properly
to accommodate the migration you are trying to accomplish. It is highly recommended that you do
test allocations of the new target datasets to make sure that the SMS allocations during the logical
migration will be performed correctly. It is also important to make sure the target SMS volumes
have sufficient space to accommodate the target datasets.
The following are the components that address dataset allocation:
Data Class — addresses the attributes of a dataset.
Storage Class — the required performance level required for the dataset that is in direct alignment
with a specific service level agreement (SLA).
Management Class — the required management that addresses the appropriate backup and
migration cycle of the dataset.
Storage Group — the storage group is made up of a volume or group of volumes that are
designated for specific datasets based on a pre-determined criteria (for example, size, use, type).
When allocations are performed within an SMS environment, the SMS ACS routines are invoked.
These routines are customized locally. z/OS Migrator allows you to specify several parameters as
part of a migration group that influence the volumes selected for allocation of the migration group’s
target dataset(s).
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Source dataset name
The source dataset name determines the volume that is selected for the destination of the migrated
dataset. z/OS Migrator drives the allocation of target datasets through the site's ACS routine by
substituting each source dataset's attributes (dataset name, physical characteristics, management
criteria) at Activation.
Target Storage Class name
z/OS Migrator allows you to specify a target Storage Class name to be used during Activation. The
target Storage Class name in the migration group definition (if present), is substituted for the
Storage Class of the source dataset when z/OS Migrator passes the allocation request to SMS.
Target volumes
z/OS Migrator allows you to specify a volume or list of volumes to be used during allocation for all
target datasets In cases where the target dataset takes extents that cannot be accommodated on
volumes selected at Activation, the selection of additional target volumes comes from the storage
group containing current target volumes.
Migrating data to a different storage group
ACS routines determining Storage Class must be customized to use z/OS Migrator to migrate
datasets from one Storage Group to another Storage Group. In the case where the resulting data
must remain associated with the original Storage Class, that is, no target Storage Class is specified,
the ACS routines must be customized to direct new allocations to the desired Storage Group prior to
Activation.
In cases where the target dataset takes extents that cannot be accommodated on volumes selected
at Activation, the selection of additional target volumes comes from the storage group containing
current target volumes.
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Recommendation for logical migration group size
It is recommended that when defining logical migration groups, you do not migrate too many
source datasets at one time. Smaller migration groups:
1. Are easier to manage during the z/OS Migrator data migration life-cycle
2. Allow quicker movement through the z/OS Migrator migration phases (because a single
large dataset will not delay other smaller datasets)
3. Are easier to track and clean up multiple groups

Logical Migration procedure 1: Migrating a single dataset, non-SMS
This section provides a procedure to migrate a single dataset that is not managed by SMS.
Storage environment
Non-SMS environment with the following source datasets to be migrated:
VOLSER=SRCVL1
PROD.BANKING.INQ
PROD.BANKING.INQ.CNTL
PROD.BANKING.ATM
PROD.BANKING.ATM.CNTL
PROD.xxxxxxxx.Dyyddd
VOLSER=TRGVL1
(empty)

Migration objective
In this example, the data set PROD.BANKING.INQ is being moved to a different volume
because it is causing contention with other datasets on the volume.
Defining a Migration group
This is a simple migration. A single migration group can be used to achieve the movement.
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Type 1 in the command field of the z/OS Migrator main panel and The Manage Group
Members panel appears.



Type the CREATE command (or CR) on the Primary command line, and press Enter. The
Build Type screen appears.



Type an S before the type of group you want to create and press Enter. When you select Build
Logical Migrate Member, the Define z/OS Migrator Group panel appears.



Type MOVE1 as the Group Name.

Define z/OS Migrator Group
Command ===> NE
Primary Commands : EXit NExt
Group Name . . . . MOVE1

Scroll ===> CSR

Group Options (Y/N). . . N Replace Existing Data Sets
Y Tolerate Allocation Failure
SelectMulti (S) . . _ Any or
_ All or
_ First
Consolidate (S) . . _ Vol or
_ All



Type the NEXT command (or NE) on the Primary command line, and press Enter.



Type the Source Dataset Name and Source Volume: PROD.BANKING.INQ and SRCVL1.

Define z/OS Migrator Group
Command ===> NE

Scroll ===> CSR

Primary Commands : EXit NExt
Group Name . . . . . . . . MOVE1
Source Data Set Options . . N Trace (Y/N)
N AllocSeq (D/S/N)
. Y Sphere (Y/N)
N Rename UnConditional (Y/N)
. N Build Data Set Exclude list (Y/N)
Source Data Set Name/Mask . PROD.BANKING.INQ
Source Volume List Name . .
Storage Class . . . . . .
Source Volume(s) . . SRCVL1
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Type the NEXT command (or NE) on the Primary command line, and press Enter.
Type the Target Dataset Name and Target Volume as follows: MIGR.BANKING.INQ.OLD and
TRGVL1.

Define z/OS Migrator Group
Command ===> BU

Scroll ===> CSR

Primary Commands : EXit BUild
Group Name . . . . . . . . . MOVE1
Target Data Set Name/Mask . . MIGR.BANKING.INQ.OLD
Target Volume Storage Class .
Target Volumes(s) . . . . .
TRGVL1 _____ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______
____ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______



Type the BUILD command (or BU), and press Enter.



Type the SAVE command (or SA), and press Enter.



Specify a member name by following the displayed instructions.

______
______

______
______

The definition for the migration group MOVE1 can be explained as follows:


The specific dataset to be relocated is selected.



Though not required, the source volume that the dataset resides on is specified.
(Since the dataset is cataloged, z/OS Migrator would have resolved its location via using the
catalog look-up.)



A target dataset name is specified that will be easy to identify once the migration group reaches
the Completion phase.



The target volume TRGVL1 is specified. This is the location to which z/OS Migrator will try to
allocate the dataset. If for any reason the dataset cannot be allocated on this volume, z/OS
Migrator will fail activation of this migration group.
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Logical Migration procedure 2: Migrating multiple datasets, SMS volumes

This section provides a procedure to migrate several datasets that are managed by SMS.
Note: In cases where the target dataset takes extents that cannot be accommodated on volumes
selected at Activation, the selection of additional target volumes comes from the storage group
containing current target volumes.

Storage environment
SMS environment with the following source datasets to be migrated:
VOLSER=SRCVL1, STORGRP1
PROD.BANKING.ATM.CNTL
PROD.BANKING.INQ
PROD.BANKING.DCTR.D05281
VOLSER=SRCVL2, STORGRP1
PROD.BANKING.INQ.CNTL
PROD.BANKING.ATM
PROD.BANKING.DCTR.D05283
VOLSER=SRCVL3, STORGRP1
PROD.BANKING.ATM
PROD.BANKING.INQ
VOLSER=TRGVL1 (empty)
Migration objectives
In this example, migration objectives include:
1. To move the production banking datasets from the SRCVL1, SRCVL2 and SRCVL3
volumes residing in the SMS Storage Group STORGRP1.
2. The data is being moved to a new Storage Array. A high capacity volume has been
provided.
3. The SMS ACS routines at this installation are coded in such a way that all datasets
starting with PROD.BANKING are assigned to the SCLASS1 Storage Class, which then maps
to the STORGRP1 Storage Group.

Defining a migration group
To achieve this migration, we use the following process:
To consolidate volumes in a SMS environment:
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The volume TRGVL1 is added to the STORGRP1 SMS Storage Group.





The SRCVL1, SRCVL2, and SRCVL3 volumes, which are in the STORGRP1 SMS Storage
Group, are set to volume status DISNEW. This SMS volume status does not allow new
allocations to be made to the volumes.
The first migration group definition migrates all the datasets from SRCVL1.
o Type the CREATE command (or CR) on the Primary command line of the Manage
Group Members panel, and press Enter.
o Type MOVBANK1 as the Group Name.

Define z/OS Migrator Group
Command ===> NE

Scroll ===> CSR

Primary Commands : EXit NExt
Group Name . . . . MOVBANK1
Group Options (Y/N). . . N Replace Existing Data Sets
Y Tolerate Allocation Failure
SelectMulti (S) . . _ Any or
_ All or
_ First
Consolidate (S) . . _ Vol or
_ All




Type the NEXT command (or NE) on the Primary command line, and press Enter.
Type the Source Dataset Name and Storage Class: PROD.BANKING.** and SCLASS1.

Define z/OS Migrator Group
Command ===> NE

Scroll ===> CSR

Primary Commands : EXit NExt
Group Name . . . . . . . . MOVBANK1
Source Data Set Options . . N Trace (Y/N)
N AllocSeq (D/S/N)
. Y Sphere (Y/N)
N Rename UnConditional (Y/N)
. N Build Data Set Exclude list (Y/N)
Source Data Set Name/Mask . PROD.BANKING.**
Source Volume List Name . .
Storage Class . . . . . . SCLASS1
Source Volume(s) . . ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ _____
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Type the NEXT command (or NE) on the Primary command line, and press Enter.



Type the Target Dataset Name, Target Volume Storage Class, and Target Volume as follows:
MIGR.BANKING.**, SCLASS1, and TRGVL1.

Define z/OS Migrator Group
Command ===> BU

Scroll ===> CSR

Primary Commands : EXit BUild
Group Name . . . . . . . . . MOVBANK1
Target Data Set Name/Mask . . MIGR.BANKING.**
Target Volume Storage Class . SCLASS1
Target Volumes(s) . . . . . . TRGVL1 ______ ______
______ ______ ______

______
______





______
______

______
______

Type the BUILD command (or BU), and press Enter.
Type the SAVE command (or SA), and press Enter.
Specify a member name by following the displayed instructions.

The definition for the migration group MOVBANK1 can be explained as follows:
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A dataset mask is specified that selects all data on the volume.



A target dataset name of MIGR.BANKING.** is specified.



The DF/SMS ACS routines route dataset allocations with the high-level qualifiers of
PROD.BANKING to the SMS Storage Class “SCLASS1”.



The old source datasets will be easy to identify once the migration group reaches
the Completion phase on both migrations, as they will all start with the unique
MIGR.BANKING high-level qualifier.



During the allocation process, SMS target volumes in the storage group(s) are
associated with SMS storage class “SCLASS1”. Following SMS volume selection rules,
volumes within the same storage group that are enabled for new allocations will be
available for z/OS Migrator target dataset allocations.

The Storage Class, SCLASS1, is specified to pick up all datasets on the
SRCVL1, SRVCL2 and SRCVL3 volumes

Next issue: Setting Up an Efficient Test Environment for Mainframe
Enablers

This Month’s Tech Tip
It is expected that all executions of z/OS Migrator will be successful; however, unexpected results
may occur. To ensure that any issues or problems are addressed as soon as possible, EMC support
requests that all problems be documented with the appropriate supporting documentation to
facilitate timely problem-resolution.
Additional diagnostic information can be found in these EMC Knowledgebase solutions:



13266, What information is needed to diagnose z/OS Migrator problems?



13161, How to obtain a GTF trace for a z/OS Migrator problem.



13071, How to get an SVCDUMP for z/OS Migrator diagnostic purposes.

Recreations or tests: Using the Group DEBUG(EXTRA) parameter
z/OS Migrator Group syntax allows user selection of various levels of diagnostic
messaging.
If recreating a problem situation, please include the DEBUG(EXTRA) setting on the GROUP
statement. This will produce relevant data from your migration. For example:
GROUP(TEST3) MODE(LMIGR()) REPLACE(YES) REUSE(NO) TOLALLOF(Y) DEBUG(EXTRA)
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Requested information for diagnostics
As part of the diagnostic process of a z/OS Migrator issue, EMC support will request all of the
following information:
1.

All of the SYSOUT from:
a.
Every Migrator started task running on every LPAR in the migrator complex.
b.
Every SCF started task running on every LPAR in the migrator complex.
c.
ALL z/OS SYSLOG console logs from every LPAR in the migrator complex. The
SYSLOG interval that should be captured is from 1 hour before the issue
occurred until 1 hour after the issue was ended.
All SYSOUT files should be saved in a dataset using the SDSF command, PRINT ODSN, or via
the use of SDSF action "SE", and creating a PDS member for each SYSOUT DD output.

2.

In Logical Migrations only, there are operator commands that will put the
documentation in the server job log, for example:

D DEBUG
Display
Display
Display
Display
Display
Display
Display
Display

- Note: this command is especially important for diagnostic data

Groups
Group <groupname>
DSN
DSN <groupname>
DSN <dsn-mask>
EXT <groupname>
MEM EXT <dsn-mask>
PROC <groupname>

Users should familiarize themselves with these commands and think of them as situations
present themselves. For example, if a group or test job seems to be hung, having a few of
these displays in the log at the time will help.

3.

If requested by EMC Customer Support, turn on the z/OS Migrator event tracing. Use the
TRACE ON EID=123 command. In our example we use the value ‘123’, however ‘123’ is
just a recommendation, there is nothing special about it. Important: The EID must
match the value specified in the GTF trace USR=GTF option value set in step 4 below.

Select the appropriate diagnostic information. The DEBUG flags are used to diagnose
various functions in z/OS Migrator.
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Recommended DEBUG flags for typical testing:

DEBUG

B8A1FFFF,FFFF0000

Contact EMC support for specific flag settings related to your problem.

4.

If a problem occurs that appears to be related to the I/O processing during the
Mirroring or Diversion phases, then a GTF trace is requested for the related volume.
The GTF trace should be an I/O trace of the volume(s) and should include the
USR(xxx) option that matches the EID value specified on the command TRACE
ON,EID=xxx. It is highly likely that both the I/O and the Migrator USR tracing will be
requested.

5.

Provide any other relevant application-related sysout or log showing errors that have
occurred before, during, or after the migration.

6.

Provide raw LOGREC data. EMC Support will always want raw LOGREC data unless the issue
is obvious, known and it is 100% clear that LOGREC data will not be needed. Many z/OS
Migrator errors are captured as software records in LOGREC. This includes ABEND
information in addition to symptom records.
a. Ensure that the LOGREC on the current system is recording.
b. Following any tests, please send the raw logrec software EREP records to EMC Customer
Support. Important: Do not create a logrec report and send that report to EMC, please
only send the raw logrec data. The IBM publication “EREP Reference” provides more
information.

7.
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In Logical Migration only, a dump of the VTOC, VTOCIX and VVDS for only the affected
volumes (not all volumes) in the z/OS Migrator group before z/OS Migrator processing
begins and after the anomaly. The product guide has details on how to do these dumps
using the various utilities in Appendix E: Diagnostic Information and Utilities.

Check for GRS conflicts, enqueues
Display any GRS conflicts - D GRS,C - and display the unit status of the z/OS Migrator
control file volume and any volumes involved in z/OS Migrator testing if practical.
Interrogating the dataset allocation status
Use the following GRS command on all the LPARs participating in the migration. The
dataset name can be specified in full, or as one or more high level qualifiers followed by an
asterisk.
D GRS,RES=(SYSDSN,dataset name)
Obtaining a z/OS Migrator address space dump
The best dump of the z/OS Migrator address space is obtained by using the z/OS Migrator
DUMP command. If the address space is still responsive and accepting commands, issue
the DUMP command and that will produce the desired SVCDUMP.
If you cannot use the Migrator DUMP command, the z/OS DUMP COMM command takes an
SVC dump that will be written to the dump datasets as defined by your site's system
standards.
To request an SVC dump:
1. Take an SVC dump of the server address space and its corresponding data space:
DUMP COMM=(Description of the z/OS Migrator Symptom)
2. At the prompt, enter the following:
Ryy,JOBNAME=ZOSMjob,SDATA=(ALLNUC,PSA,CSA,SQA,TRT,RGN,SW
A,GRSQ),CONT
R yy DSPNAME=(0001.*zos*),END
Where ZOSMjob is the server job name, and zos is the first three characters of
your subsystem name (‘ZOSM’ is the default subsystem name).
A message similar to the following indicates that all requested data has been successfully
dumped to the dump dataset:
IEA611I COMPLETE DUMP ON SYS1.X14.DMP00009 223
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Obtaining a SYSMDUMP dump

A dataset containing the output of a SYSMDUMP contains a summary dump for the failing
program, plus some system data for the failing task. SYSMDUMP dumps are the only ABEND
dumps that you can format with the Interactive Problem Control System (IPCS).
A SYSMDUMP DD statement, utilizing a Generation Data Group (GDG) dataset is provided in
the z/OS Migrator server started task JCL member, ZOSMPROC. In addition the GDG is
created as part of the install procedure.
Changing SYSMDUMP defaults
The IBM-supplied IEADMR00 PARMLIB member for SYSMDUMP defaults specifies
"SDATA=(NUC,SQA,LSQA,SWA,TRT,RGN,SUM)", so dumped storage will only include
CSA-resident control blocks that match the SYSMDUMP criteria (pointed to by registers at
the time of the ABEND). Since a lot of important z/OS Migrator data are resident in ECSA, a
short-term co-requisite is the Changedump command.
The following Changedump command may be used on each LPAR before starting z/OS
Migrator for the first time. An accompanying change to PARMLIB member IEADMR00 will
make the added CSA value effective at each IPL.
To change a dump:
CD SET,SYSMDUMP=(CSA),ADD

Useful SW Release information
New
MFE 7.6 level set EMC7601

Current
MFE 7.5 level set EMC7500
MFE 7.4 level set EMC7401
MFE 7.3 level set EMC7304
MFE 7.2 level set EMC7204
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See MFE 7.6 Level Set Read Me File on EMC Support Zone

Your Questions Answered
Question: When doing a logical migration, is there any way to find out the list of datasets (and their
extents) that are being migrated?
Answer: Yes. Once the logical migration group has been activated, you can issue the “D EXT
grpname” command to show the list of datasets and extents. In addition there are parameters you
can specify on the command to select only datasets that match certain criteria.
This is the command syntax for the “Display EXT grpname” command:
Command: Display EXT
Display extent level detail for datasets in migration.
Syntax:
Display EXT <group-name | data-set-mask | ccuu | ccuu cchh> </M mode | /S | /W | /V>
Parameters:
 group-name
o The name of the migration group. All datasets in the group will be displayed, subject
to the optional switches.
 data-set-mask
o All datasets of any groups and matching the specified mask will display.
 ccuu
o All datasets whose source or target matches the specified device address will
display.
 ccuu cchh
o The dataset having an extent on the specified unit and cylinder/head address (in
hex) will display.
 /M mode
o Only display datasets whose current status matches the specified comparand. The
comparand may contain mask characters. The valid comparands include:
 SYNC - Synchronizing
 PNDMIRR - Pending-mirror
 MIRROR - Mirror
 PNDDVRT - Pending divert
 DVRT - Diverted
 DONE - Done
 DVRTFAIL - Divert failed
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Recent Knowledge Base Solutions
000003142ETA emc264862: Mainframe Enablers: Mainframe Enablers is receiving message
FDRW90 from Innovation's ABR DASDMEXIT.
000003265ETA emc301019: Mainframe Enablers: AutoSwap with zHPF - I/O Errors After
Swap.
000003296ETA emc316781: Mainframe Enablers: Executing utility ECGUTIL with the
RECACLR option will change device states.
000003220 ETA emc287872: Mainframe Enablers: Module FC02SYMD attempts to release the
same storage twice causing the error message: ESNPF60E ERROR RETURNED FROM
SYMDEVICE API FOR VOLUME PROD05 (S/N 0001901-xxxxx/ RC: 00000018
EMCRC: 000C EMCRS: 0013 EMCRCX: 19C3D
000016851 Mainframe Enablers: How can I dynamically replace an existing controller with a
new controller?
000003211 ETA emc283840: Mainframe Enablers: Star initialization failure results in loss of Star
differential recovery causing full synch after Star failover.
000012416 What documents need to be collected to troubleshoot a Mainframe Enablers SRDF
problem?
000003157 ETA emc266763: Consistency Group, Mainframe Enablers: AutoSwap of High
Priority Volumes can fail even though the Consistency Group was validated
successfully.
000003217 ETA emc285514: Mainframe Enablers: During Congroup AutoSwap, IOS050I
messages for IFCCs on high priority devices after swap backout may cause data
integrity issues.
000002968 ETA emc214401: SRDF and Consistency Group for z/OS: Mainframe Enablers 7.0
customers require an additional license for SRDF and/or Consistency Group
operations
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Customer Experiences
Each month we would love to hear from you on your experiences with EMC solutions. Tell us about
a DR test, a new implementation, even a problem that was encountered and the steps taken to
resolve. Sharing this type of experience with our mainframe community could be of benefit to us all!
There is a comment box at the end of the survey (see link below) where you can send questions and
a way to contact you for your customer experience or email us at MSSNeditorialteam@emc.com.
Please put NEWSLETTER in the subject.

Ask the Expert
Watch out for our Ask the Expert session on Best Practices for z/OS Migrator that will be live at
the URL below from October 28th:
https://community.emc.com/thread/182152

Monthly Diversion
Can you solve this riddle?
Twelve z/OS Migrators were running fine,
Twelve DASD volumes were varied online.
If Each Migrator moved one DASD volume okay,
Why are there still eleven DASD volumes left to move today?

Answer: The system programmer’s first name was “Each Migrator”
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We need your feedback!
We would be very grateful if you could take the time to answer our 2 question survey. If you have
any customer experiences you’d like to share, or even help us out with our Monthly Diversion,
please email us at MainFrame Software Support Newsletter Editorial Team
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